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A beautiful and impressive gold does not just show up at an instance. It is excavated, deep from the caves and mining areas and pounded heavily while it is exposed on fire! Under the pandemic, lots of the teaching styles were changed. Teachers made necessary adjustment to cope with the new normal style of learning, fueling the education system with different modalities suitable for their clients.

VUCA world dictates the teaching force to be fast enough and make themselves ready for the new educational tasks. But there is another face of the coin, how can they motivate the students to continuously support these new innovations of learning and make it to the finish line?

A teacher should be compassionate in times the student cannot easily cope with instructions written at the SLMs. Because we are not teaching face to face, he/she will need a lot of perseverance to reach the child. Home visitation is essential when students cannot understand in toto their lessons or in cases they cannot go to the school for the acquisition of module. A true leader fix occurring problems within his/her group.

The teacher also creates rapport with the parents who are also under pressure in understanding the module. When the teacher and the parent will be united in the concept of the SLMs, the child will understand the module very well. In getting the module, the teacher must be smart enough to motivate the parent not to let go on their parental tasks as they are impressed and inspired in a way with the teacher’s kind of approach.
No matter how hard the communications in the field of new modalities may be, the student will not be left behind, will not succumb to let go of their education and will continue until the school year ends, that is, if the teacher showed GOOD Leadership in the classroom. If this is clear in their minds, at an early stage of dropping out, the teacher will act abruptly, to save them because it will be hurting on the part of the teacher if someone dies (figuratively saying) on his hands.

If all his/her students surpassed this so-called pandemic school year, the teacher is truly a Good Classroom Leader!
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